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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to put some recent results of Huang and Pandz̆ić (conjectured by Vo-
gan) and Kostant on Dirac cohomology in a broader perspective. This is achieved by intro
an induction functor in the noncommutative equivariant cohomology. In this context, the res
Huang–Pand̆zić and Kostant are interpreted as special cases (corresponding to the manifold
point) of more general results on noncommutative equivariant cohomology introduced by Ale
and Meinrenken.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Let G be a (not necessarily connected) real Lie group and letR be a closed subgrou
with their complexified Lie algebrasg andr, respectively. We assume that there exis
G-invariant nondegenerate symmetric bilinear formBg on g such thatBg|r is again non-
degenerate. We will impose this restriction onG andR throughout the paper. Letp be the
orthocomplementr⊥ of r in g. Then,Bg|r being nondegenerate, we haveg = r ⊕ p and,E-mail address:shrawan@email.unc.edu.
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Thus,moreover,Bg|p is again nondegenerate. Further,p is R-stable under the adjoint action. F
example, any compact Lie groupG and a closed subgroupR satisfies the above restrictio
Let M be a smoothR-manifold. Then, the deRham complexΩ(M) of M is canoni-
cally aZ+-graded (and henceZ/(2)-graded)R-differential algebra. We will only conside
Z/(2)-graded spaces, algebras etc., so, in the sequel,by graded we will meanZ/(2)-
graded. We define a certain induction functor in noncommutative equivariant cohomo





) = (W(g) ⊗ Ω(M))
R
,
whereW(g) := U(g) ⊗ Cl(g) is the noncommutative Weil algebra (cf. Section 1),U(g) is
the enveloping algebra, Cl(g) is the Clifford algebra ofg with respect to the formBg, and
the subscriptR refers to the subspace of ‘R-basic’ elements (cf. Section 1). The different
algebra structure on IndG/R(Ω(M)) is the restriction of the tensor product differential
gebra structure onW(g)⊗Ω(M). We prove that the differential algebra IndG/R(Ω(M)) is
canonically isomorphic (as a differential algebra) with the noncommutativeG-equivariant
Cartan model(U(g)
•⊗ Ω(IG(M)))G of the G manifold IG(M) := G ×R M (cf. The-
orem 2.2). From this isomorphism, we obtain (as an immediate corollary) that th
homologyH(IndG/R(Ω(M))) is canonically isomorphic with the noncommutativeG-
equivariant cohomologyHG(IG(M)) as graded algebras.
We use the above isomorphism to construct a functorial graded linear cochain
ΦM : IndG/R(Ω(M)) → (U(r) •⊗ Ω(M))R , where the latter is the noncommutati
R-equivariant Cartan model of theR-manifold M . Further, we show thatΦM induces
an algebra isomorphism in cohomology, even though, in general,ΦM by itself isnotan al-
gebra homomorphism. As a corollary, we obtain a functorial graded algebra isomor
HG(IG(M))  HR(M).
We now specialize the above results to the case whenM is the one-point manifoldMo to
obtain some important recent results of Huang–Pandz̆ić and Kostant on Dirac cohomolog




) ∼= (U(g) ⊗ Cl(p))R.
We show that the differentiald on IndG/R(Ω(Mo)) corresponds, under the above isom
phism, with the differential adDp on the right-hand side introduced by Kostant, wh
Dp ∈ (U(g) ⊗ Cl(p))R is his remarkable cubic Dirac operator∑p ⊗ q + 1⊗ γp, where
{p} is any basis ofp and{q} is the dual basis with respect toBg|p andγp is the Cartan
element in
∧3
(p) under the standard identification
∧
(p)  Cl(p). Recall that in the cas
whenR is a maximal compact subgroup of reductiveG, thenγp = 0 and the operatorDp
reduces to the Dirac operator considered by Vogan in defining his Dirac cohomology.
our theorem in the caseM = Mo gives that
(( ) )
H U(g) ⊗ Cl(p) R,adDp  HR(Mo)  U(r)R, (∗)












erwhich was proved by Huang and Pandz̆ić in the case whenR is a maximal compact sub
group of a connected reductiveG and by Kostant in the general connected reductive c
i.e., whenG andR are connected and reductive (and of courseBg|r is nondegenerate). I
fact, from (∗) one obtains the decomposition
Ker(adDp) = ξ(Z(R)) ⊕ Image(adDp),
where the homomorphismξ :U(r) → U(g) ⊗ Cl(p) is induced from the adjoint actions o
r on g andp andZ(R) is the subalgebra ofR-invariantsU(r)R . Also, the isomorphism
(∗) gives rise to an algebra homomorphismηR :Z(G) → Z(R). We show that, from the








whereHg is the Harish-Chandra isomorphism and the bottom horizontal map is ind
by the orthogonal projectiong → r.
1. Review of noncommutative equivariant cohomology after Alekseev and
Meinrenken
Unless otherwise explicitly stated, by vector spaces we mean complex vector
and by linear maps complex linear maps.
Let G be a (not necessarily connected) real Lie group with complexified Lie algebg.
We assume thatg has a nondegenerate symmetricG-invariant bilinear formBg ong, often
denoted as〈· , ·〉. Define theZ-graded super-Lie algebrâg∗ as follows. As a vector space
ĝ−1 = ĝ0 = g, ĝ1 = C, ĝn = 0 if n = −1,0,1.
Fora ∈ g, the corresponding element inĝ−1 (respectivelŷg0) will be denoted byia (respec-
tively La) and they represent ‘contraction’ and ‘Lie derivation’, respectively. We denot
generator of̂g1 by d . The bracket relations in̂g∗ are defined by (fora, b ∈ g):
[La, ib] = i[a,b], [La,Lb] = L[a,b], [ia, d] = La.
By a super-spacewe mean aZ/(2)-graded space. AnyZ-graded space of course has
canonicalZ/(2)-grading by even and odd components.
Recall that aG-differential spaceis a super-spaceB which is a Fréchet space, togeth
with a graded smooth action ofG on B and a super-Lie algebra homomorphismγ : ĝ →
EndContB, where EndContB denotes the super-Lie algebra consisting of continuous linear






braendomorphisms ofB. Moreover, we assume that the action ofG commutes withd (via γ ),
La is the derivative of theG-action and
giag
−1 = ig·a for all g ∈ G, a ∈ g.
Thehorizontal subspaceBhor is the space annihilated bŷg−1, the invariant subspaceBG
is the subspace invariant underG and the spaceBG of basic elementsis the intersection
Bhor ∩ BG.
A G-differential algebrais a super-algebraB together with the structure of aG-
differential space onB such thatθ takes values in the super-derivations ofB and the action
of G onB is via algebra automorphisms.
For a smoothG-manifold M , the deRham complexΩ(M) with the Fréchet topology
provides the most important class of examples ofG-differential algebras.
A homomorphismbetweenG-differential spaces (respectively algebras)(B1, θ1) and
(B2, θ2) is a continuous homomorphism of super-spaces (respectively super-alg
φ :B1 → B2 such that
φ(g · b) = g · φ(b), φ(θ1(x)b) = θ2(x)φ(b), for g ∈ G,x ∈ ĝ andb ∈ B1.
There is the (classical)Weil algebraW(g) := S(g∗) ⊗ ∧(g∗) with the tensor produc







The action ofG is via the coadjoint action. The operatorsLa come from the coadjoint ac
tion of g onS(g∗) and
∧
(g∗). The contraction operatoria onW(g) is defined asIS(g∗) ⊗ i′a ,
i′a being the standard contraction operator on
∧
(g∗). The differentiald on W(g) is the
unique super-derivation satisfying (for anyf ∈ g∗)
d(1⊗ ef ) = 1⊗ d∧ef + sf ⊗ 1,
whereef (respectivelysf ) is the elementf considered as an element ofg∗ ⊂ ∧(g∗)
(respectivelyg∗ ⊂ S(g∗)) andd∧ :∧(g∗) → ∧(g∗) is the standard Koszul differential.
We now recall the definition of thenoncommutative Weil algebraW(g) from [AM],
which is aG-differential algebra. Recall that the Clifford algebra Cl(g) of g with respect to
the bilinear formBg is the quotient of the tensor algebraT (g) of g by the two-sided idea
generated by 2x ⊗ x − 〈x, x〉, x ∈ g. As a super-algebraW(g) is defined as the tenso
product of algebras
W(g) := U(g) ⊗ Cl(g),
where theZ/(2)-grading onW(g) comes from the standard grading on the Clifford alge
Cl(g), andU(g) is the enveloping algebra ofg placed in the even degree part. Both ofU(g)
and Cl(g) areG-modules under the adjoint action and so is their tensor product. Fora ∈ g,
let La be the adjoint action onW(g).
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Recall that there is a vector space isomorphism given by the symbol map
σ : Cl(g) →
∧
(g),
whereσ−1 is induced from the standard projection mapT (g) → Cl(g) under the identi-
fication of
∧
(g) with the skew-symmetric tensors inT (g). From now on we will identify
Cl(g) with
∧
(g) (via the symbol map) as a vector space.Under this identification, we wil
denote the product in
∧
(g) by , i.e.,
x  y = σ (σ−1(x) · σ−1(y)), for x, y ∈ ∧(g).
The exterior product in
∧
(g) will be denoted byx ∧ y. Recall that∧(g) admits the con-
traction operator̄ia (for a ∈ g) which is a super-derivation induced from the operator
īab = 〈a, b〉, for b ∈ g.
Then, by [AM, Lemma 3.1], the product in ∧(g) is explicitly given by (forω,η ∈∧
(g)):















where{ak}k is any basis ofg and{bk}k is the dual basis〈ak, b〉 = δk,, µ :∧(g)⊗∧(g) →∧
(g) is the standard wedge product,i1ak (ω ⊗ η) := (īakω) ⊗ η, andi2ak (ω ⊗ η) = ω ⊗ īak η.
Define the operatoria , a ∈ g, onW(g) by
ia = IU(g) ⊗ īa .
For a ∈ g, let ua (respectivelyca) be the corresponding element ing ⊂ U(g) (respectively
g ⊂ Cl(g)). We also think ofua (respectivelyca) as the elementua ⊗1 (respectively 1⊗ca)
of W(g).
Finally, we define the differentiald : W(g) → W(g) as the commutator
dx = adD(x),




uak cbk − 1⊗ γ,
γ = γg ∈ ∧3(g)G is theG-invariant element (so called theCartan element) defined by〈 〉
γ (a, b, c) = a, [b, c] , for a, b, c ∈ g,






(g)  ∧(g∗) induced from the form〈· , ·〉, and adD is the super-
adjoint action defined by adD(x) = Dx −xD, for x ∈ W(g)even, and adD(x) = Dx +xD,
for x ∈ W(g)odd.
Then,W(g) with the above operatorsia , La , d = adD and the adjoint action ofG is a
G-differential algebra called thenoncommutative Weil algebra.
By [AM, Proposition 3.7 and Eq. (3)],d is given by the formula





⊗ ībkω + x ⊗ d∧ω +
1
4
x ⊗ īγ ω,
for x ∈ U(g), ω ∈
∧
(g),
whered∧ is the Koszul differential on
∧
(g) of degree+1 under the identification∧(g) ∧
(g∗).
Recall [C] that theG-equivariant cohomologyHG(B) of a G-differential algebraB is,
by definition, the cohomology of the basic subalgebra(W(g) ⊗ B)G of the tensor produc
G-differential algebraW(g)⊗B under the tensor product differentiald(x ⊗y) = dx ⊗y +
(−1)degxx ⊗ dy, for x ∈ W(g) andy ∈ B.
Similarly, following [AM], the noncommutativeG-equivariant cohomologyHG(B) is
the cohomology of the basic subalgebra(W(g)⊗B)G under the tensor product differentia
Then, clearly,HG(B) is a super-algebra.
Proposition 1.1. For any G-differential algebraB, the projection mapθ :W(g) ⊗ B →






∼−→ (S(g∗) ⊗ B)G.
Under the above isomorphism, the differentiald corresponds to the differentialdG on
(S(g∗) ⊗ B)G given as follows:
dG = IS(g∗) ⊗ d −
∑
k
sa∗k ⊗ iak ,
where{ak}k is any basis ofg and{a∗k }k is the dual basis ofg∗ andsa∗k denotes the operato
acting onS(g∗) via the multiplication bya∗k .
Similarly, we have the following proposition from [AM, Section 4.2].
Proposition 1.2. For anyG-differential algebraB, the projection mapΘ :W(g) ⊗ B → U(g) ⊗ B,




r-induced from the standard augmentation map
∧
(g) → C, induces a vector space(but not





∼−→ (U(g) ⊗ B)G.
To distinguish, let(U(g)
•⊗B)G denote the vector space(U(g)⊗B)G with the new produc
 makingΘ an algebra isomorphism.
Under the above isomorphism, the differentiald corresponds to the differential





) ⊗ ibk + 14IU(g) ⊗ iγ , (1)
whereγ ∈ ∧3(g)G is defined earlier,uLak (respectivelyuRak ) denotes the left(respectively
right) multiplication inU(g) byuak and{ak}k, {bk}k are dual bases ofg.
By [AM, Proposition 4.3], the multiplication in (U(g) ⊗ B)G is given explicitly as
the restriction of the multiplication (again denoted by) in U(g) ⊗ B defined as follows
Forx, y ∈ U(g), b1, b2 ∈ B,


















are the contraction operators onB ⊗B with respect to the first and secon
factors, respectively, andµ :B ⊗ B → B is the multiplication map.
As in [AM], there exists aG-module isomorphism (depending only ong), called the
quantization map,
Q= Qg :W(g) →W(g)
which intertwines all the operatorsLa , ia andd . Q|S(g∗) is the composite of the isomo
phisms
S(g∗) → S(g) Dg−−→ U(g),
where the first map is the algebra isomorphism induced from the isomorphismg∗ → g
(coming from〈· , ·〉) andDg is the Duflo isomorphism [D]. (Recall thatDg is only a lin-
ear isomorphism fromS(g) to U(g) but it is an algebra isomorphism restricted toS(g)g
onto the centerU(g)g. Moreover, it maps isomorphicallyS(g)G ontoU(g)G.) Also, recall
that, fora ∈ Sp(g), Dg(a) = Σ(a) (modU(g)p−1), whereU(g)p is the standard filtration
of U(g) andΣ :S(g) → U(g) is the standard symmetrization map. Also,Q|∧(g∗) is the
isomorphism (induced from〈· , ·〉)
∧ ∧
(g∗) ∼−→ (g).





uta-Of course, as earlier, we have identified Cl(g) with
∧
(g) via the symbol mapσ .
However,Q = Q|S(g∗) ⊗Q|∧(g∗), in general.
Theorem 1.3 [AM, Theorem 7.1]. For any G-differential algebraB, the cochain map
Q⊗ IB :W(g) ⊗ B → W(g) ⊗ B induces an algebra isomorphism in cohomology
QB :HG(B) ∼−→ HG(B).
Definition 1.4. Let Q̂B = Q̂BG : (S(g∗) ⊗ B)G → (U(g)
•⊗ B)G be the unique map makin












S(g∗) ⊗ B)G Q̂B∼ (U(g) •⊗ B)G.
Then, clearlyQ̂B is a cochain isomorphism. In general,̂QB is not an algebra homomo
phism.
2. An induction functor in noncommutative equivariant cohomology
Let G be a real (not necessarily connected) Lie group with complexified Lie algeg
and letR be a closed subgroup ofG with complexified Lie algebrar. Assume thatg admits
a G-invariant nondegenerate symmetric bilinear formBg = 〈· , ·〉 such thatBg|r is nonde-
generate. We call such a pair of(G,R) aquadratic pair. Thus, we have the decompositio
g = r ⊕ p, wherep := r⊥.
By theG-invariance ofBg, p is R-stable under the adjoint action. Moreover,Bg|p also is
nondegenerate.
The following definition is influenced by the corresponding definition in the (comm
tive) equivariant cohomology given in [KV, Definition 32].





equipped with the standard tensor product differential
d(x ⊗ y) = dWx ⊗ y + (−1)degxx ⊗ dBy, x ∈ W(g), y ∈ B,wheredW is the differential inW(g) anddB is the differential inB.






SinceW(g) is a G (in particularR) differential complex andB is a R-differential
complex, it is easy to see thatd indeed keeps theR-basic subspace ofW(g) ⊗ B stable.
If B is aR-differential algebra, then IndG/R(B) is a differential algebra under the tens
product super-algebra structure onW(g) ⊗ B.
LetM be a smooth realR-manifold and letΩ(M) be the complexified deRham compl
of M . Consider the fiber productG-manifoldIG(M) := G×R M , whereG acts onIG(M)
via the left multiplication on the first factor.




•⊗ Ω(IG(M)))G ∼−→ IndG/R(Ω(M))
commuting with the differentials, where(U(g)
•⊗Ω(IG(M)))G is equipped with the Carta
differentialdG (cf. Proposition1.2).
Moreover, ψM is functorial in the sense that for anyR-equivariant smooth ma












•⊗ Ω(IG(M)))G ψM IndG/R(Ω(M)),
where f ∗ :Ω(N) → Ω(M) and f ∗G :Ω(IG(N)) → Ω(IG(M)) are the induced map
fromf .




) ⊂ Ω(G × M).
Forω ∈ Ω(IG(M)), byω(1) we mean the evaluation ofω at 1×M . Thus,ω(1) ∈ ∧(g∗)⊗
Ω(M). Under the identification
∧
(g∗)  ∧(g) (induced from the bilinear formBg), we
can (and will) think ofω(1) ∈ ∧(g) ⊗ Ω(M). Thus, we get the map
U(g) ⊗ Ω(IG(M)) →W(g) ⊗ Ω(M),
x ⊗ ω → x ⊗ ω(1). Let ψM be its restriction to(U(g) ⊗ Ω(IG(M)))G. We need to show
thatψM((U(g) ⊗ Ω(IG(M)))G) ⊂ IndG/R(Ω(M)).
It is easy to see that (cf. [KV, p. 147])
( ) ( (∧ ) )R
Ω IG(M) = C∞ G, (g∗) ⊗ Ω(M)
horR
,
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ionwhereC∞(G,V ) denotes the space ofC∞-functions onG with values inV ; the R-
invariants are taken with respect to the action ofR onG via right multiplication, the given
action ofR on M and the adjoint action on
∧
(g∗); the contractionia (a ∈ r) acting on∧
(g∗) ⊗ Ω(M) is the standard tensor product contraction. Thus,
(




whereR acts trivially onU(g); and theG-invariants are taken with respect to the left act
of G onG, the adjoint action onU(g) and the trivial action on
∧
(g∗) ⊗ Ω(M).




) = kα̃(g), for g ∈ G,k ∈ R.
Writing α̃(1
¯

















Takingg = k in the above identity, we get
∑
i







We next show thatψM is surjective onto IndG/R(Ω(M)). Take α = ∑i xi ⊗ ωi ∈







) ⊗ ωi, g ∈ G.





















) ⊗ ωi = ∑Ad(g)xi ⊗ kωi. (2)
But, α beingR-invariant,
∑
xi ⊗ ωi =
∑(
Ad(k)xi
) ⊗ kωi, for all k ∈ R. (3)
i
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in
,
Applying gk−1 to (3) we get (2).
The injectivity of ψM is clear from theG-invariance of any element in the doma
of ψM . Thus,ψM is a linear isomorphism. We next show thatψM is a cochain map.
View
∧
(g∗) as the space of left-invariant forms onG. For x ∈ U(g), f ∈ C∞(G),
ω1 ∈ ∧(g∗) andω2 ∈ Ω(M), by (1.2.1) (̄d being the deRham differentials onG and also
onM),







) ⊗ f ( ībkω1) ⊗ ω2 + 14x ⊗ f (īγ ω1) ⊗ ω2.
(In fact, to be precise, in the above we should have taken
∑
j x
j ⊗ f jωj1 ⊗ ωj2 ∈ (U(g) ⊗
Ω(IG(M)))
G instead of just a single termx ⊗ f ω1 ⊗ ω2. But, for notational convenience
we take a single term.)
Moreover, for anyx ⊗ f ω1 ⊗ ω2 ∈ (U(g) ⊗ Ω(IG(M)))G, we get (for anyak ∈ g)
(uakx − xuak ) ⊗ f ω1 ⊗ ω2 = −x ⊗ ak(f )ω1 ⊗ ω2. (4)
Thus,
ψMdG(x ⊗ f ω1 ⊗ ω2)





(uakx + xuak ) ⊗ f (1)
(
ībkω1
) ⊗ ω2 + 1
4




(uakx − xuak ) ⊗ f (1)a∗k ∧ ω1 ⊗ ω2 + x ⊗ f (1)d∧ω1 ⊗ ω2










x ⊗ f (1)(īγ ω1) ⊗ ω2, by (4), (5)
where{a∗k } is the basis ofg∗ dual to the basis{ak} of g.
On the other hand, by the expression ofdW given in Section 1,
d
(
x ⊗ f (1)ω1 ⊗ ω2
)
= f (1)dW (x ⊗ ω1) ⊗ ω2 + (−1)degω1f (1)x ⊗ ω1 ⊗ d̄ω2
= f (1)
(










x ⊗ īγ ω1 ⊗ ω2 + (−1) f (1)x ⊗ ω1 ⊗ d̄ω2. (6)
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orComparing (5) and (6) we get thatψM commutes with the differentials.
Finally, we show thatψM is an algebra homomorphism. Take two elementsu =
x ⊗ ∑i fiω′i ⊗ ω′′i and v = y ⊗ ∑j gjη′j ⊗ η′′j in U(g) •⊗ Ω(IG(M)), wherefi, gj ∈
C∞(G × M), x, y ∈ U(g), ω′i , η′j ∈
∧










































(−1)degη′j degω′′i xy ⊗ (ω′i  η′j ) ⊗ fi(1,−)gj (1,−)ω′′i η′′j
= ψM(u) · ψM(v).
This completes the proof of the theorem.





) ∼−→ H ( IndG/R(Ω(M))).
Definition 2.4. Let M be a realR-manifold. Consider theR-module isomorphism
Qg ⊗ IΩ(M) :W(g) ⊗ Ω(M) → W(g) ⊗ Ω(M).
SinceQg commutes with the operatorsia (a ∈ g) andd and theG-action; in particular,









commuting with differentials, whereW(g) ⊗ Ω(M) is equipped with the standard tens
productR-differential algebra structure.













) ( • )R
G/R
ΦM
U(r) ⊗ Ω(M) ,









or-whereα̂M(P ⊗ ω ⊗ η) = ε(ω)P |r ⊗ η, for P ∈ S(g∗), ω ∈ ∧(g∗), η ∈ Ω(M), and with
ε :
∧
(g∗) → C being the standard augmentation map. (SinceQMG/R is a cochain isomor
phism, andα̂M, Q̂MR are both cochain maps, such aΦM indeed exists.)
Observe that, in general,ΦM is not an algebra homomorphism.
Further, ΦM is functorial in the sense that for anyR-equivariant smooth ma













where the vertical maps are induced canonically from theR-differential algebra homomor
phismf ∗ :Ω(N) → Ω(M).
Theorem 2.5. For anyR-manifoldM , the cochain mapΦM : IndG/R(Ω(M)) → (U(r) •⊗












In particular,HG(G/R) ∼−→ U(r)R .
Proof. In the first commutative diagram of (2.4), the cochain mapsQMG/R , andQ̂MR are
cochain isomorphisms. In particular, they induce vector space isomorphisms in coh
ogy. By [AM, Theorem 7.1], these induced maps in cohomology are algebra isomorph
So, it suffices to prove that̂αM induces an isomorphism in cohomology. But, this follo
from the “polynomial” analogue of [KV, Theorem 33] (for a proof see [DV, Proof
Théorème 24]). 
Remark 2.6. An appropriate analogue of Theorems 2.2 and 2.5, and Corollary 2.3 c
proved for anyR-differential algebraB replacingΩ(M).
Applying the definition of ψM as in Theorem 2.2, for the caseR = G and a
G-manifoldM , interestingly we get an explicit expression for the inverse of the isom
phismΘ .
Lemma 2.7. TakeR = G and aG-manifoldM . Then, the inverse of the isomorphism
( ) ( • )Θ = ΘM : W(g) ⊗ Ω(M) G → U(g) ⊗ Ω(M)
G




cular,(cf. Proposition1.2) is given by the composition
(
U(g)
•⊗ Ω(M))G I⊗µ∗∼ (U(g) •⊗ Ω(IG(M)))G ψM (W(g) ⊗ Ω(M))G,
where µ∗ :Ω(M) → Ω(IG(M)) is the G-module isomorphism induced from t
G-equivariant diffeomorphism
µ :G ×G M → M, (g,m) → g · m.
Proof. SinceΘM is a vector space isomorphism, it suffices to prove that
ψM ◦ (I ⊗ µ∗) ◦ ΘM = I.















Takea = ∑i xi ⊗ωi ∈ (U(g) •⊗Ω(M))G. Then, from the above commutative diagra
ΘM ◦ ψM ◦ ΘIG(M) ◦ (I ⊗ µ∗) ◦ Θ−1M (a)















xi ⊗ ωi = a.
This gives
ψM ◦ ΘIG(M) ◦ (I ⊗ µ∗) ◦ Θ−1M = Θ−1M .
Thus,ψM ◦ ΘIG(M) ◦ (I ⊗ µ∗) = I and hence, from the above commutative diagr
again,ψM ◦ (I ⊗ µ∗) ◦ ΘM = I . This proves the lemma.
3. Cubic Dirac operator and results of Huang–Pandz̆ić and Kostant
We follow the notation and assumptions as in the beginning of Section 2. In parti
(G,R) is a quadratic pair, i.e.,G is a real Lie group with complexified Lie algebrag and






R ⊂ G is a closed subgroup with complexified Lie subalgebrar ⊂ g such thatg has aG-
invariant nondegenerate symmetric bilinear formBg = 〈· , ·〉 which remains nondegenera
restricted tor.
We now identify the differential of IndG/R(M) for M a one-point manifold with
Kostant’s cubic Dirac operator, where IndG/R(Ω(M)) is abbreviated as IndG/R(M).
Lemma 3.1. Let M be the one-point manifoldMo. Then,IndG/R(Mo) can canonically
be identified with the super-algebra(U(g) ⊗ Cl(p))R (under the tensor product algebr
structure), where the Clifford algebraCl(p) is defined with respect to the nondegener
formBg|p .
Moreover, the differentiald on IndG/R(M) under the above identification is given by
d(x) = adDp(x), whereDp :=
∑
up ⊗ cq − 1⊗ γp,
{p} is any basis ofp and {q} is the dual basis with respect to the nondegenerate f
Bg|p andγp ∈ ∧3(p)  ∧3(p∗) is the Cartan form
γp(x, y, z) =
〈
x, [y, z]〉, for x, y, z ∈ p.
It is easy to see thatDp is R-invariant, i.e.,Dp ∈ (U(g) ⊗ Cl(p))R .
Proof. Let {rm} be a basis ofr and let{sm} be the dual basis ofr underBg|r . Then, of
course,{rm}m ∪ {p} is a basis ofg and{sm}m ∪ {q} is the dual basis ofg. Thus, the




urm ⊗ csm +
∑





U(g) ⊗ Cl(g))RhorR ∼= (U(g) ⊗ Cl(p))R.
The differentiald in W(g) is given bydx = adD(x). Moreover,d keeps the subspac
W(g)R stable. From this it is easy to see that, forx ∈W(g)R , dx = adDp(x). This proves
the lemma. 
Definition 3.2. As in [Ko1, Section 1.5], the adjoint representation ofR on p gives rise to
the Lie algebra homomorphism
α : r → Cl(p)even satisfying [α(x), y] = [x, y], for x ∈ r andy ∈ p,
where the bracket on the left-hand side is commutation in Cl(p). Then,α is anR-module
map under the adjoint actions. In particular, forx1, x2 ∈ r,α[x1, x2] = x1 · α(x2). (1)




apThus, we get an algebra homomorphism
ξ :U(r) → U(g) ⊗ Cl(p),
so thatξ(x) = x ⊗1+1⊗α(x), for x ∈ r. It is easy to see thatξ is injective. Moreover,ξ is
anR-module homomorphism, where the action ofR on U(r) is induced from the adjoin
action and theR-module structure onU(g) ⊗ Cl(p) is as given earlier (obtained from th
adjoint actions). Forx ∈ r anda ∈ U(g) ⊗ Cl(p), we have
x · a = ξ(x)a − aξ(x). (2)
Let Z(G) (respectivelyZ(R)) be the subalgebra of invariantsU(g)G (respectively
U(r)R). Then,Z(G) ⊗ 1 andξ(Z(R)) are subalgebras of(U(g) ⊗ Cl(p))R . Further, for
d = adDp,
d|Z(G)⊗1 ≡ 0 (3)
and
d|ξ(U(r)) ≡ 0, (4)
sinceξ(U(r)) commutes with any element in(U(g) ⊗ Cl(p))R by (2). Thus, by Theo
rem 2.5 and Lemma 3.1, we get algebra homomorphisms
Z(G) → H ((U(g) ⊗ Cl(p))R,adDp) = H (IndG/R(Mo)) [ΦMo ]∼ Z(R),
where, as earlier,Mo is the one-point manifold and the first map is induced from the m
z → z ⊗ 1. LetηR be the composite algebra homomorphism
ηR :Z(G) → Z(R).
Define aR-differential algebra homomorphismF = F gr :W(r) → W(g) by
F(λ ⊗ 1) = λ̄ ⊗ 1− 1⊗ δ(λ) and F(1⊗ λ) = 1⊗ λ̄, for λ ∈ r∗,
whereλ̄ ∈ g∗ is defined bȳλ|r = λ andλ̄|p ≡ 0, andδ : r∗ → ∧2(g∗) is defined by
δ(λ)(y, z) =
{
λ̄([y, z]) for y, z ∈ p,
0 if at least one ofy, z ∈ r.
Similarly, define aR-differential algebra homomorphismF = Fgr :W(r) → W(g) byF(x ⊗ 1) = x ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ α(x) and F(1⊗ x) = 1⊗ x, for x ∈ r.






F |U(r) = ξ. (5)
Then, as proved by Alekseev and Meinrenken [AM1, Section 6], we have:
Qg ◦ F = F ◦Qr, (6)









As a corollary of Theorem 2.5, we get the following. This was conjectured by Vo
(actually Vogan conjectured a slightly weaker version) and proved by Huang and Pz̆ić
[HP, Theorem 3.4] in the caseR is a maximal compact subgroup of a connected red
tive G. The case whenG andR are connected and reductive was proved by Kostant [K
Section 4.1].
Theorem 3.3. Let (G,R) be a quadratic pair. For the differentiald := adDp on (U(g) ⊗
Cl(p))R ,
Kerd = ξ(Z(R)) ⊕ Imd. (1)
In particular, ξ(Z(R))  H((U(g) ⊗ Cl(p))R,adDp).
Proof. We first prove that the composite mapΦMo ◦ ξ :
Z(R)
ξ−→ (U(g) ⊗ Cl(p))R ΦMo−−−→ Z(R)
is an isomorphism. (In fact, we will see during the proof of the next theorem thatΦMo ◦ ξ
is the identity map.) Let{U(r)p}p0 be the standard filtration of the enveloping alge
U(r) and letZ(R)p := U(r)p ∩ Z(R). By the definition of the mapξ , for a ∈ Z(R)p ,
ξ(a) = a ⊗ 1+ x,
for somex ∈ (U(g)p−1 ⊗ Cl(p))R . Thus, from the definition of the mapΦMo and the
description of the isomorphism̂QIG(M)G as in [AM, Proposition 6.5],
ΦMo ◦ ξ(a) = a mod Z(R)p−1.
From this we see thatΦMo ◦ ξ is an isomorphism.






.6),SinceΦMo induces an isomorphism in cohomology by Theorem 2.5, we get tha
induced cohomology map
[ξ ] :Z(R) → H ((U(g) ⊗ Cl(p))R,adDp)
is an isomorphism. From this, of course, (1) follows immediately.
Theorem 3.4. The algebra homomorphismηR :Z(G) → Z(R) is the unique homomor










whereβR is the restriction map under the identificationsS(g)  S(g∗), S(r)  S(r∗) in-
duced by the bilinear formBg, and HG (respectivelyHR) is the inverse of the Dufl
isomorphism ofg (respectivelyr) restricted toS(g)G (respectivelyS(r)R). (Recall that
for reductiveG, HG coincides with the Harish-Chandra isomorphism.)
Thus, forz ∈ Z(G),
z ⊗ 1− ξ(ηR(z)) = Dpaz + azDp, (1)
for someaz ∈ (U(g) ⊗ Cl(p)odd)R .
Proof. By [AM, Proposition 6.5],





whereDg :S(g) → U(g) is the Duflo isomorphism under the identificationS(g)  S(g∗),
and similarly forDr. This gives that





i.e., ηR makes the diagram (D) commutative. SinceHG andHR are isomorphisms, ther
is a unique mapZ(G) → Z(R) making the diagram (D) commutative. From this the fi
part of the theorem follows.
We next prove that
ΦMo ◦ ξ |Z(R) = I, (2)
whereξ :U(r) → U(g) ⊗ Cl(p) is defined in Section 3.2. By the identities (3.2.5), (3.2
and the first commutative diagram of (2.4), forx ∈ S(r∗)R ,










ΦMo ◦ ξ ◦Qr(x) = Q̂MoR ◦ α̂Mo ◦ F(x)




= Qr(x), from the definition ofF andα̂Mo .
SinceQr|
S(r∗)R is an isomorphism ontoZ(R), this proves (2).
From (2) we easily see that, forz ∈ Z(G),







and, moreover, by (3.2.3), (3.2.4), both ofz ⊗ 1 andξ(ηR(z)) are cycles under adDp.
Thus, they differ by a coboundary, proving (1). This proves the theorem.
Alternatively, we can also obtain (1) in the special (but important) case whereG andR
are connected reductive groups (andBg|r is nondegenerate) by using a result of Kostan
follows.
By virtue of Theorem 3.3, define the map̂ηR :Z(G) → Z(R) such thatz ⊗ 1 −
ξ(η̂R(z)) ∈ Imd . Then, it is easy to see thatη̂R is an algebra homomorphism. Moreov
by Kostant [Ko2, Theorem 4.2] (generalizing the corresponding result in the case wR
is a maximal compact subgroup ofG by Huang and Pandz̆ić [HP, Theorem 5.5]),̂ηR re-
placingηR also makes the diagram (D) commutative. Thus, from the uniqueness ofηR in
the diagram (D),̂ηR = ηR , proving (1). 
Definition 3.5. Fix a spaceS of spinors for Cl(p), i.e., S is a simple module of Cl(p).
(Recall that ifp is even dimensional,S is unique up to an isomorphism and there
exactly two nonisomorphic simple modules of Cl(p) if p is odd dimensional.) Then, fo
anyU(g)-moduleV , V ⊗ S is aU(g) ⊗ Cl(p)-module under the component-wise actio
In particular, the elementDp ∈ (U(g) ⊗ Cl(p))R defined in Lemma 3.1 acts as a line
endomorphismDpV onV ⊗ S.
Following Vogan, define theDirac cohomologyof V :





Since the elementDp commutes withξ(U(r)) (cf. Section 3.2), both of KerDpV and ImD
p
V
arer-submodules ofV ⊗ S via ξ . Thus,HD(g, r;V ) has a canonicalr-module structure.
Let χ :Z(g) → C be an algebra homomorphism, whereZ(g) is the center ofU(g).
Recall that aU(g)-moduleV is said to havecentral characterχ if, for all v ∈ V and
z ∈ Z(g),
z · v = χ(z)v.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4, one gets the following corollary.
that this corollary was conjectured by Vogan in the caseR is a maximal compact subgrou
of a real semisimpleG and proved in this case by Huang and Pandz̆ić [HP], and proved for
general reductive pairs by Kostant [Ko2].












ogan,Corollary 3.6. Let (G,R) be a quadratic pair withG and R connected and letV be a
U(g)-module with central characterχ . Then, for anyv ∈ HD(g, r;V ) andz ∈ Z(g),
χ(z)v = ηR(z)v.
Of course, the homomorphismηR :Z(g) → Z(r) is completely determined from th
commutative diagram(D) of Theorem3.4.
Loosely speaking, the corollary asserts that the central character of any irredu
r-submodule ofHD(g, r;V ) (if nonzero) determines the central character ofV .
Proof. SinceG andR are connected by assumption,Z(g) = Z(G) andZ(r) = Z(R). By
(3.4.1),
z ⊗ 1− ξ(ηR(z)) = Dpaz + azDp,
for someaz ∈ (U(g) ⊗ Cl(p))R . Thus, for anyvo ∈ KerDpV ,
(z ⊗ 1)vo − ηR(z)vo ∈ ImDpV ∩ KerDpV ,
sinceηR(z)vo ∈ KerDpV . Thus,χ(z)v = ηR(z)v in HD(g, r;V ). 
Remark 3.7. After an earlier version of this paper was distributed, E. Meinrenken infor
me that he and Alekseev have obtained some results which overlaps with our wo
[AM1]). In particular, they also have obtained Theorems 3.3 and 3.4.
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